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The SM is complete...

                   

i.e., it is formulated as a renormalizable Lagrangian,
with all operator coefficients measured,
and it is unique.                 

Changing any of its relation among couplings must 
spoil this uniqueness, and induce a pathological 
behaviour in some process                   

New phenomena must enter before QFT breakdown at
some scale, and SM deformations are classified by an EFT
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An example in diboson

In the unitary gauge, and in the SM,

- Each of the contributions 
  separately grows with     
  energy

- In the SM, the couplings 
  are such that there is no 
  pathological growth of   
  the amplitude

- This also means that non-SM couplings induce deviations that get       
   amplified at high energies

An explicit example in diboson:

In the unitary gauge, and in the SM,
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An example in diboson

Unitary gauge

Feynman gauge

Heavy BSM = EFT
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LEP, Z pole measurements

HL-LHC, diboson

Grojean, Montull, MR, ‘18
An example in diboson

See also Zhen Liu’s talk
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Higgs without Higgs

If 
   high energy processes > pole observables
for the Z boson at hadron colliders, why not try with the Higgs?
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Higgs without Higgs

there must be some process where
an anomalous Yukawa induces 
a pathological growth in energy...

If 
   high energy processes > pole observables
for the Z boson at hadron colliders, why not try with the Higgs?
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Higgs without Higgs

If 
   high energy processes > pole observables
for the Z boson at hadron colliders, why not try with the Higgs?

unanchor the Higgs from its vev
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This puts in correspondence Higgs operators with 
multiboson processes with enhanced sensitivity at high energy

B. Henning, D. Lombardo, F. Riva, MR; Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 181801 

This puts in correspondence Higgs operators with 
multiboson processes with enhanced sensitivity at high energy
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Top Yukawa

boosted
 top

Strategy: look for a single boosted top + forward jet, 
then just count leptons!
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Top Yukawa

The signal is in the longitudinal vectors only

TT

TT

TL
TL

LL

LL

There is a clear enhancement of the longitudinal modes at high energies

Moreover, signal gives only right-handed top quarks!

Fully benefiting of this is possible (and interesting) but needs future work
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We compute signal strength      for the bins

Background in each bin is parametrized as #backng events = 10^B x #signal events

Only leptonic

Only semileptonic

Only hadronic

FCC 15/ab, 95%CL

Systematic uncertainties fixed at 5%
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We compute signal strength      for the bins

Background in each bin is parametrized as #backng events = B x #signal events

Only leptonic

Only semileptonic

Only hadronic

FCC 15/ab, 95%CL

Systematic uncertainties fixed at 5%
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Two final comments:

1) The top pT is not the best variable

This is because contact interactions
tend to maximally
distribute the energy.
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Two final comments:

1) The top pT is not the best variable

This is because contact interactions
tend to maximally
distribute the energy.

2)
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

- Much to be learned from the SM

- High energy processes will contribute (dominate?) the FCC precision
 program, also for the Higgs.

- Endless oportunities for improvements:
        Precise theoretical predictions
        Understanding of relevant kinematics
        Experimental control of systematics and backgrounds
        Theoretical understanding of longitudinal vs transverse gauge bosons
        Experimental handle on longitudinal vs transverse gauge bosons
        BSM interpretation
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Conclusions

- Much to be learned from the SM

- High energy processes will contribute (dominate?) the FCC precision
 program, also for the Higgs.

- Endless oportunities for improvements:
        Precise theoretical predictions
        Understanding of relevant kinematics
        Experimental control of systematics and backgrounds
        Theoretical understanding of longitudinal vs transverse gauge bosons
        Experimental handle on longitudinal vs transverse gauge bosons
        BSM interpretation

  Thank you
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     Backup
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Longitudinal and transverse vectors are two different beasts with different dynamics
 that happen to be mixed by a mass term. 
A tagger to separate them would be a huge step forward.
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Top Yukawa

470fb (80xsignal) 22fb (20xsignal)

47fb (8xsignal) 2fb (2xsignal)

B~S B<~S

background estimation HL-LHC:

ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2017-013 (2017)

ATLAS-CONF-2018-016 (2018)
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